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Market Review 

We realize that attention spans are very short these days, while memories often become fuzzy, 

but we remain perplexed by the level of pessimism that has permeated the investment world, 

with Reuter’s proclaiming on Tuesday morning, “Funds in ‘full capitulation’ as they slash stock 

allocation, Bank of America poll says.” 

The news service wrote, “BofA which polled investors overseeing $800 billion in assets said 

equity allocations had slumped to levels last seen in the 2008 global financial crisis, which was 

triggered by the collapse of the U.S. investment bank Lehman Brothers…They raised the share 

of uninvested cash in portfolios to above 6%, the highest in more than two decades, BofA said, 

adding the survey showed a ‘dire level of investor pessimism.’” 

Right on cue, it would seem, given that extreme Bearish readings on investment sentiment have 

often presaged significant market rallies,… 



 

…stocks soared on Tuesday, propelling the full week to a nice gain,… 



 

…even as recession worries remained front and center. 



 

No doubt, the economic data out last week did not allay concerns about the strength of the 

economy, with housing numbers coming in below expectations,… 



 

…and the number of first-time filings for unemployment benefits ticking higher,… 



 

…with the latest projection from the Atlanta Fed suggesting real (inflation-adjusted) GDP will 

show a decline in Q2. 



 

That estimate was made before Friday’s very disappointing release from S&P Global Markit of 

its Services PMI that showed that important sector of the economy in contraction,… 



 

…though it is important to understand that those indexes are based on what respondents say in a 

survey collected from a representative panel of around 800 companies based in the U.S. 

manufacturing and service sectors. Given that consumers are feeling far more pessimistic than 

would seemingly be justified by the current economic climate, we might argue that corporate 

sentiment may also be excessively weighted to the downside. 



 

This does not mean that the data should be dismissed, especially as the well-regarded Leading 

Economic Index also came in below estimates last week,… 



 

…but recent commentary from bank executives argued that a recession is not a foregone 

conclusion. Truist Financial (TFC – $48.14) CEO William H. Rogers, Jr. said last week, 

“Going down the categories of that question, our clients still see a lot of good demand. I may be 

a little bit clouded by the fact the last two markets I was in were South Florida and Nashville, 

and you know they’re blowing and going in virtually every direction, but our clients continue to 

see, continue to see good demand…So I think just — we’re bankers, so we should be 

conservative. That’s the world we live in and we try to manage for all outcomes, but sitting here 

today, looking at the hood of the car, demand looks pretty good and our business looks pretty 

good, and our clients are extremely healthy.” 

To be sure, banks are braced for an economic downturn, but the week prior, Morgan Stanley 

(MS – $82.43) CEO James Gorman explained, “It’s a challenging market, but I think it is 

important to say that it’s not 2008 complicated,” and Citigroup (C – $51.91) CEO Jane Fraser 

declared, “Nothing in the data that I see signals that the U.S. is on the cusp of recession. While a 

recession could indeed take place, it is highly unlikely to be as severe as others we have seen.” 

Even JPMorgan Chase (JPM – $114.76) indicated that there were no clear signs of a recession 

yet, with retail banking customers still spending money on discretionary purchases like travel 



and restaurants. JPM CFO Jeremy Barnum added, “We’ve looked a lot very carefully into our 

actual data. There is essentially no evidence of actual weakness.” 

We might conclude that bank execs NOT seeing the proverbial glass as mostly empty has a lot to 

do with the fact that nominal growth (i.e. actual, non-inflation adjusted) is likely to remain robust 

in Q2, just as it was in Q1,… 

 

…with the relatively healthy economy continuing to support a solid business environment. 



 

Of course, we understand that should Q2 show a second successive quarter of negative real GDP 

growth, we would technically be in recession already, so we continue to think that long-term-

oriented equity investors should keep in mind what the historical data show about contractions 

and stock returns,… 



 

…especially as the media seemingly is compelled to focus on doom and gloom, despite plenty of 

evidence that argues otherwise, including forward return numbers for stocks around a yield-

curve inversion,… 



 

…and high inflation readings. 



 

Certainly, we are braced for additional downside volatility, with this week having a mountain of 

earnings announcements and a big Fed meeting,… 



 

…but we continue to think that equities in general are attractively priced, despite the increase 

this year in interest rates,… 



 

…and that Value stocks, in particular, are very inexpensive,… 



 

…with our portfolios of what we believe to be undervalued stocks boasting very appealing 

valuation metrics. 



 

We know that we will always have to put up with market gyrations to achieve impressive long-

term returns,… 



 

…while we long ago learned that the only problem with market timing is getting the timing right. 



 

It is also reassuring that the odds have long been in favor of the patient equity holder! 



 

Stock Updates 

Keeping in mind that all stocks are rated as a “Buy” until such time as they are a “Sell,” a listing 

of all current recommendations is available for download via the following link: 

https://theprudentspeculator.com/dashboard/. We also offer the reminder that any sales we make 

for our newsletter strategies are announced via our Sales Alerts. 

Jason Clark, Chris Quigley and Zack Tart offer updates on a dozen of our stocks that posted 

quarterly results last week. 

Synchrony Financial (SYF – $32.68) earned $1.60 per share in Q2, down from $2.12 a year 

ago, as card paydowns affected the consumer oriented financial concern. But receivables have 

bounced back year-to-date as management expects balances to grow north of 10% this year. 

Higher interest rates have also driven net interest margin up to 15.6% in the quarter, yet credit 

remains in check with 3.15% of charge offs expected for the full year. Although consumers with 

a Vantage credit score below 650 make up 24% of the receivable book, Synchrony’s allowances 

for loan losses still represent over 10% of the book. And with a Tier 1 Common Equity ratio over 

15%, the Board saw fit to approve a 4% increase in the dividend. 

https://theprudentspeculator.com/dashboard/


CEO Brian Doubles commented, “We have one of the largest active account bases in the U.S. 

with more than 65 million active accounts. And yet, our typical customer has less than 2 of our 

products on average. As we continue to expand our distribution channels and more effectively 

leverage our various marketplaces and networks, Synchrony can connect our partners with more 

customers and drive still greater lifetime value expansion…Our customers finance everyday 

purchases like gas, groceries and routine medical expenses as well as more episodic needs, like 

buying a new mattress or replacing a refrigerator. They drive great value from our general 

purpose and dual and co-brand cards, coupled with the best-in-class rewards they can earn on 

their spend. About half of our out-of-partner spend is comprised of nondiscretionary spend like 

bill pay, discount store, drugstore, health care, grocery and auto and gas.” 

Mr. Doubles concluded, “Very few consumer financing providers in the market today have 

Synchrony’s unique combination of broad customer base and wide range of partners and 

providers, diverse product suite and deep distribution channels, innovative technology 

capabilities and robust funding capital and liquidity. Synchrony’s core strengths enable us to 

consistently and efficiently connect our customers and our partners and provide continuity 

through high-quality outcomes including the right financing product at the right time with 

attractive value propositions and a best-in-class experience for our customers.” 

Synchrony continues to operate at a high level despite losing the GAP portfolio to Barclay’s. We 

like that management repurchased $700 million of shares in the quarter, a substantial portion of 

the $15.7 billion market cap, especially as the P/E ratio is in the mid-single digits. Shares offer a 

2.8% dividend yield and our Target Price is $56. 

Goldman Sachs (GS – $323.93) announced last Monday that it earned $7.73 per share in Q2, 

well above the Street’s target, but significantly below the $15.02 posted in the year-ago period. 

Capital market activity continued to wane across the sector, driving investment banking revenue 

41% lower versus a year ago. Trading was a bright spot, particularly of fixed income, 

commodities and currencies, which generated 50% higher revenue year-over-year ($3.6 billion). 

We note that Goldman cleared the Fed’s stress-test hurdle and while the bank was given the 

highest stress capital buffer (a level intended to reduce risk but also a drag on returns), it was the 

only one of the 30-odd banks to see its buffer decline year-over-year. 

Goldman CEO Dave Solomon stated, “We see inflation deeply entrenched in the economy, and 

what’s unusual about this particular period is that both demand and supply are being affected by 

exogenous events, namely the pandemic and the war in Ukraine. In my dialogue with CEOs 

operating big global businesses, they tell me that they continue to see persistent inflation in their 

supply chains. Our economists, meanwhile, say there are signs that inflation will move lower in 

the second half of the year. The answer is uncertain, and we will all be watching it very closely. 

Given all of this, we are seeing shifts in monetary policy, and those shifts will continue to tighten 

economic conditions. I expect there’s going to be more volatility and there’s going to be more 

uncertainty. And in light of the current environment, we will manage all our resources cautiously 

and dynamically. Our risk management culture and capabilities should help us navigate this 

environment for our clients and for the firm. That said, there is nothing about this environment 

that changes our strategy, and we are committed to our medium-term targets. We have a strong 

client franchise, and we remain focused on providing differentiated service. We benefit from the 



diversity of our businesses and our global footprint. In light of the environment, we are certainly 

taking deliberate action on capital and expenses but we will also continue to invest to strengthen 

and grow our firm.” 

On the deal environment, Mr. Solomon added, “With respect to capital markets activity, I think I 

told you at the beginning of the year in our January call on January 15 that I did not expect us to 

see the level of capital markets activity we saw in 2021 anytime soon. And I wouldn’t call that as 

normal. So when you talk about capital markets activity going back to what we saw in the past 

couple of years. I don’t think we’re going back to that anytime soon. But I do think if you look at 

capital markets activity, kind of average levels over the last 7 years, take a period 5 years, 7 

years and look at average levels, I’d be very surprised if we don’t get back to some average level 

of capital markets activity sometime over the course of the next few quarters. And history would 

just tell you that, that doesn’t mean that it might not take a little bit longer this time if things get 

increasingly uncertain, but generally speaking, one of the things that affects capital markets 

activity is people have to reset their mind around valuations. They have to reset their mind 

around capital costs. And that happens relatively quickly because people have plans. They have 

commitments. They have to invest. And as soon as they get their minds around that, they adjust, 

which takes a few quarters, they get back into the market that’s available to them. And so I’d be 

very surprised if we don’t see, as we head into 2023, some sort of a normalization of capital 

markets activity.” 

Shares have marched over 15% higher since the latest bottom mid-July but remain lower on the 

year by the same amount. With Goldman earning a double-digit percentage return on tangible 

equity, we think plenty of bad news is already priced into the stock, as it trades for a single-digit 

multiple of the consensus 2022 EPS estimate and just above tangible book per share. After a 

blockbuster 2021, we mentioned three months ago that this year would likely be one of 

normalization for parts of the business, but we wouldn’t rule out $40 of EPS for 2023. We 

continue to find the stock attractive, liking the healthy balance sheet and ongoing sound strategic 

repositioning. The build-out of its traditional banking and investment management businesses 

should serve shareholders well in the long run as management attempts to evolve the trading and 

deal making titan into a more well-rounded financial firm with more stable consumer and 

commercial businesses. After a recent 25% bump to the dividend, shares now offer a yield over 

3% and our Target Price is $462. 

Shares of International Business Machines (IBM – $128.25) lost more than 8% last week after 

the company released Q2 2022 results. The IT services concern earned an adjusted $2.31 per 

share, compared with the $2.29 consensus analyst estimate, and sales grew 16% year-over-year, 

excluding revenue from arrangements with its recently-spun-off Kyndryl. IBM attributed the 

growth to strong performance in software and consulting, even as the impact of a strong dollar 

took 6%, or $900 million, off the company’s Q2 revenue print. 

CEO Arvind Krishna commented, “Technology plays an important role in today’s business 

environment. In fact, nearly every client I speak to believes that technology serves as a 

fundamental source of competitive advantage. It serves as both a deflationary force and a force 

multiplier and is especially critical as clients face challenges on multiple fronts from supply 

chain bottlenecks to demographic shifts. Given its ability to boost innovation, productivity, 



resilience and help organizations scale, IT has become a high priority in our company’s budget. 

As such, there is every reason to believe technology spending in the B2B space will continue to 

surpass GDP growth. With this demand backdrop, we are executing our hybrid cloud and AI 

strategy. We have made changes to our portfolio and focused investments in our offerings, 

technical talent, our ecosystem and go-to-market model. Demand for our solutions remains 

strong. We continue to have double-digit performance in IBM Consulting, broad-based trend in 

software. And with the z16 platform launch, our infrastructure business had a good quarter. By 

integrating technology and expertise from IBM and our partners, our clients will continue to see 

our hybrid cloud and AI solutions as a crucial source of business opportunity and growth.” 

CFO Jim Kavanaugh added, “Looking at the third quarter, we expect all in constant currency 

revenue growth in the high single-digit range and about a 2-point year-to-year improvement in 

operating pretax margin. I want to mention 2 specific items on the third quarter. First, at current 

spot rates, currency translation has increased to about an 8-point headwind to revenue growth, 

impacting our reported revenue, profit and cash. Second, we haven’t had a zSystems product 

introduction in our large transactional second quarter in about 20 years. This unique timing, 

coupled with the strong start to the cycle, will result in a larger second to third quarter impact 

than typical seasonality. So to be clear, we expect a strong year-to-year growth in zSystems. In 

closing, these are interesting times, and we see technology as a way to help our enterprise clients 

capture today’s opportunities and navigate challenges. We feel good about the strategy we are 

executing and the fundamentals of our business.” 

IBM cut its free cash flow guidance from a range between $10.0 billion and $10.5 billion to 

approximately $10 billion, disappointing analysts and traders, especially given the stock’s 

significant outperformance of other IT sector members this year. Management explained the 

whack was due to exogenous factors, including currency headwinds and an exit from Russia. 

IBM’s forward P/E ratio has climbed near its 5-year high of 14 times, but analysts expect the 

company to earn nearly $12 per share in 2025, indicating that there’s more room for the stock to 

run before it might be considered fairly valued. Of course, every stock is fighting for a position 

in our portfolios and this year’s drop has resulted in new discounts across our opportunity set, 

while IBM shares have held up very well to date. Our Target Price for IBM, which yields 5.1%, 

is now $161. 

Johnson & Johnson (JNJ – $172.12) posted adjusted earnings per share of $2.59 in Q2, 

compared to the analyst consensus estimate of $2.55. The company reported revenue near $24.0 

billion, in line with the consensus estimate. Worldwide, operational sales growth increased 8%, a 

figure reduced 5% by currency headwinds. Pharmaceutical sales continue to make up more than 

half of JNJ’s revenue, led by Stelara (treats psoriasis and psoriatic arthritis) and Darzalex (anti-

cancer monoclonal antibody medication). Despite the frequent press coverage, JNJ’s COVID 

vaccine brought in just $544 million in Q2, or less than 3% of total revenue. 

CFO Joe Wolk commented, “Increased costs in labor, energy and transportation] pressures will 

continue to impact margins in the third and fourth quarters and into 2023. As such, we continue 

to pursue mitigation efforts, including cost-improvement initiatives, strategic price increases and 

contract negotiations with external supply partners… In the first half of the year, we increased 

R&D investment by approximately 9% compared to the first half of 2021. The dividend priority 



[CEO Joaquin Duato] referenced translated to us distributing $6 billion to shareholders so far this 

year. We also continue to vigorously evaluate acquisition opportunities that would enhance the 

current portfolio, build upon our capabilities and enable us to play in higher-growth markets 

while yielding solid financial returns.” 

Mr. Wolk continued, “While it’s much too early to comment on 2023, we do think it is helpful to 

point out what the currency impact may be if current assumptions for our estimate holds. Of the 

current $0.65 unfavorable impact I just referenced, about $0.30 to $0.35 will carry over into 

2023’s EPS. Certainly, there’s a long way to go before we finalize next year’s outlook but 

wanted to give you a sense of how to think about the foreign currency impact. Back to the 

current year. In terms of 2022 quarterly phasing considerations for your models, we continue to 

estimate that the back half will improve over the first half with a slight bias for higher growth in 

Q4 over Q3. In Consumer Health, we have seen quarter-over-quarter reduction in supply 

disruptions that we anticipate will continue. We also expect to see the benefit of recent strategic 

price increases in the back half of the year.” 

Mr. Wolk closed, “Johnson & Johnson has continued to post solid results as our teams navigate a 

challenging external environment. Our financial performance reinforces our confidence in our 

ability to grow and deliver near- and long-term value. That is only possible because of our 

employees around the world, who we’d like to thank for remaining focused on delivering our 

innovative health care solutions and results for all of our Credo stakeholders.” 

Management aims to generate EPS between $10.00 and $10.10 per share in 2022, lower than the 

previous range of $10.15 to $10.35. Overall, sales are expected to come in between $93.3 billion 

and $94.3 billion. Currency headwinds look likely to take a significant bite out of JNJ earnings in 

the near future, as the strong dollar takes its toll on JNJ’s income outside the United States 

(approximately 50% of revenue). The litigation on several fronts (talc, baby formula, opioid) 

continues on, with resolution probably a long way off. High-quality JNJ shares trade at just 17 

times forward earnings with a 2.6% dividend yield. Our Target Price is now $206. 

Excluding non-cash adjustments related to the transfer of pension liabilities to a third-party, 

Lockheed Martin (LMT – 394.74) earned $6.32 per share in Q2. The result for the giant 

defense contractor was just shy of analyst projections and EPS from the same quarter a year ago 

as supply chain and labor impacts affected 3 out of 4 business areas, even as higher margins 

offset revenue declines. 

Management is cautious about how well the company will be able to make up lost production 

from recent quarters in the years to come, but was optimistic about demand for defense products 

in general given heightening global conflict. CEO Jim Taiclet offered, “The DoD is in the midst 

of changing gears and so are our allies, right? So at the beginning of 2022, the [Biden] 

administration was still in the midst of a relatively benign global security environment at least 

relative to now. The U.S. has largely withdrawn from its military operations after 2 decades of 

heavy presence in the Middle East. China’s increasing activism in the Western Pacific, while 

recognized, was perceived as kind of a potential concern, a watch item for the future, if you will. 

Europe was totally at peace, and Russian forces remained within their borders at that point in 

time. But if you fast-forward to today, the U.S. and its allies are actively responding to Russia’s 



invasion of Ukraine. The Pacific is on higher alert because of the statements and actions of China 

recently, not to mention North Korea. The value of deterrence has never been greater really at 

this point now. And that shift happened over literally 3 or 4 months. What that requires is the 

Department of Defense to shift gears, okay? And I can tell you the clutch isn’t engaged yet. And 

the clutch engaged means there are contracts in place. There’s a demand signal out there that’s 

clear.” 

Regarding the F-35 program, Lockheed reached an agreement in principle to modify Lots 15-17. 

Mr. Taiclet added, “The agreement supports our long-term objective to produce 156 aircraft a 

year. However, COVID impacts experienced by the F-35 enterprise have required us to modify 

our near-term production plan. Deliveries over the next 2 years are expected to remain in the 147 

to 153 range of aircraft, similar to our 2022 plan before we then achieve our 156 aircraft delivery 

target in 2025. We continue to anticipate annual deliveries of 156 jets beyond 2025 for the 

foreseeable future. I’d like to thank the entire team for the dedication and professionalism shown 

throughout this process. And we look forward to delivering these unmatched fifth-generation 

aircraft for our U.S. Air Force, Navy and Marines, our partner countries and our international 

customers.” 

Shares ended the trading week a bit below where they started, but they still are nicely higher on 

the year. Lockheed is set to generate some $6 billion of free cash flow in 2022, much of which 

will likely go toward dividends and share repurchases. We caution that patience is required for 

conversion of backlog into contracts as long-lead times are a hallmark of the defense business. 

Nevertheless, various geopolitical tensions at play have elevated much of the globe’s appetite for 

defense spending with many starting to open their wallet for Lockheed’s products. Shares trade 

for a reasonable earnings multiple on a forward basis of 14 and offer a 2.8% dividend yield. Our 

Target Price is now $498. 

Shares of ManpowerGroup (MAN – $75.70) gyrated wildly after the staffing services company 

reported Q2 results, ending the week down 1%, though they are down around 22% this year. 

MAN earned $2.29 per share (vs. $2.32 est.) and had revenue of $5.07 billion (vs. $5.28 billion 

est.). In constant currency, Manpower’s revenue increased 6% year-over-year, spurred by a 

strong labor market, which in management’s view was noticeably disconnected from the “clouds 

weighing on the outlook of the global economy.” Supply chain challenges continue to impact 

certain sectors, but specialty markets have remained strong. 

CEO Jonas Prising commented, “Labor markets are healthy, talent shortages are high and 

demand for our services and solutions remains strong. Having said that, the combination of the 

continued war in Ukraine, increasing energy and food prices driving higher inflation rates and 

continued supply chain issues creates a more uncertain economic outlook. This will likely create 

economic headwinds that may eventually spill into labor markets to a greater degree than what 

we have seen so far. Should that be the case, we’re confident in our ability, as we have in the 

past, to manage changes in the market environment and adapting quickly, leveraging our 

diversified business mix and experienced leadership to position our company for continued 

success.” 



CFO John McGinnis added, “Our guidance continues to assume no material additional COVID-

19 or Russia-Ukraine war-related impacts, including energy-related disruptions in Europe 

beyond those that exist today. On that basis, we are forecasting underlying earnings per share for 

the third quarter to be in the range of $2.19 to $2.27, which includes an unfavorable foreign 

currency impact of $0.29 per share…Our constant currency revenue guidance growth range is 

between 4% and 8%, and at the midpoint represents 6%… This represents a stable to slightly 

improving trend from the second quarter revenue growth on the same basis. The third quarter 

revenue trend incorporates solid revenue growth across our industry verticals in our major 

markets with the exception of automotive, which we expect to continue to be sluggish 

predominantly in France and Germany, and, to a lesser degree, construction in France. Our third 

quarter guidance assumes a stable economic environment throughout the full quarter and 

assumes the important September post-holiday period in Europe experiences no material trend 

change in demand…As usual, our guidance does not incorporate restructuring charges or 

additional share repurchases, and we estimate our weighted average shares to be 52.8 million.” 

A strong labor market has seemingly done little to help Manpower this year, at least if its share 

price trim roughly matching its MidCap peers is any indication. Manpower is geared towards the 

European market, where it generates two thirds of its revenue, and that region has struggled 

lately amid soaring inflation, the war in Ukraine that has destabilized the EU in some ways, a 

searing heatwave and political turmoil. The Wall of Worry is not new for Manpower, which has 

managed through many crises throughout its 70-plus-year history. MAN’s solid financial footing 

has allowed it to continue making acquisitions, paying dividends and repurchasing shares. 

Manpower spent $100 million to buy back 1.14 million shares in Q2, while the existing program 

still has an additional 3.5 million shares authorized. We continue to find the stock attractive, 

especially after this year’s pullback, as earnings are expected to approach $10 per share in 2024, 

up from $7.24 in 2021. The next dividend payment, which is paid twice per year, is expected in 

December and the yield is 3.6%. Our Target Price now stands at $142. 

Advertising, marketing and corporate communications services firm Omnicom (OMC – $68.96) 

earned $1.68 per share in Q2 (vs. $1.58 est.) and had revenue of $3.57 billion (vs. $3.46 billion 

est.). Shares rebounded more than 6% last week as Omnicom said it benefitted from expanded e-

commerce and retail media capabilities, collaborations with Amazon, Instacart, Kroger and 

Walmart, and leveraging of the company’s multifaceted marketing platform. 

CEO John Wren commented, “Overall, we are very pleased with our progress on our key 

strategic initiatives and our first half financial results. Our notable new partnerships and 

continued investments in high-growth areas position us extremely well to service our clients now 

and in the future. While we remain confident in our strategies and execution, we’re retaining a 

healthy level of caution due to the existing macro factors, including the ongoing war in the 

Ukraine, the effects of the pandemic across markets, the continuing disruption of global supply 

chains and the economic risks posed by higher inflation and rising interest rates. Even with this 

backdrop, we are continuing to see strong demand for our services, and based on our first half 

results, are increasing our organic revenue growth forecast to between 6.5% to 7% for the full 

year 2022. We also continue to anticipate delivering the same strong operating margin of 15.4% 

in 2022 that we delivered in 2021.” 



CFO Phil Angelastro added, “Regarding our uses of cash, we used $294 million of cash to pay 

dividends to common shareholders and another $38 million for dividends to noncontrolling 

interest shareholders. Our capital expenditures of $43 million were at normal levels. Acquisitions 

net of dispositions and other items were $289 million. And lastly, our net stock repurchases 

during the first quarter were $393 million, including another $100 million in the second quarter. 

As we said on our call in April for the full year 2022, we expect we will spend at our historical 

annual range of around $500 million to $600 million.” 

When asked about macroeconomic pressures, Mr. Wren said, “This has probably been my 1, 2, 

3, fourth — at least fourth, but we haven’t gotten through the recession yet. I’ve been through 3 

others. And the way I’d categorize the portfolio today is it’s more fit for purpose than at any time 

in my career. You’re absolutely right in pointing out, we’ve spent a lot of time cleaning up the 

portfolio. And in the last 18 months have been adding to those areas, which are the highest 

growth. And the way I referred to it is fit for purpose. So I’m pleased where we stand, the 

management changes that we’ve made. And across the board, there’s always little things to do, 

but there are fewer things to get correct in — at any other point in my career. And so we’re very 

pleased. We continue to invest organically in things that we believe will add to our revenue next 

year and beyond…We’re constantly looking at our major expenses, which are matching staff to 

revenue and our management throughout the company is very, very aware and very capable of 

doing that. And the second biggest expense is real estate, which improves every single year for 

us.” 

We are happy with OMC’s quarter and think the company can still achieve more than $7.00 in 

EPS by 2024 (which would result in a P/E of less than 10 at the current price). Omnicom has 

relationships with big clients, including Philips, Mercedes, Nike and Diageo, and we think that 

there will be growing opportunities for OMC to offer its expertise in a world dominated by a 

handful of large advertising platforms and their algorithms. OMC continues to score well against 

its peer group in our proprietary valuation framework and the stock sports a 4.0% dividend yield. 

Our Target Price has been fine-tuned to $105. 

Formerly known as Anthem, Elevance Health (ELV – $459.60) posted another strong quarter, 

producing EPS of $8.04 in Q2, a figure that came in slightly above the Street’s target and one 

that was 14% higher year-over-year as U.S. medical membership grew 6% (2.7 million net new 

members) over the same period to 47.1 million members. The managed health care provider 

experienced an uptick in medical utilization that affected margins but won a Medicaid contract in 

North Carolina. Management boosted its EPS outlook for the second time this year to $28.70 per 

share, 14% better than its guidance at the start 2022. 

CEO Gail Boudreaux said, “In the second quarter, we closed the acquisition of Integra Managed 

Care, a Medicaid plan in New York focused on patients in need of long-term support services to 

help them live in their homes and communities. We’re excited to welcome the Integra team to 

the Elevance Health family. Their commitment to patients with complex and chronic needs is 

well aligned with our focus on serving the needs of the people who need us most. In Medicare 

Advantage, personalized health solutions are resonating with seniors, notably dual eligible 

members with complex and chronic needs and our supplemental benefits, which emphasize 

social drivers of health, supporting members with in-home support, transportation needs, healthy 



groceries, assisted devices and more, continue to gain traction. We remain on track to produce 

double-digit organic growth in our individual MA business, led by growth in duals, and are 

excited about our plans for 2023.” 

Somehow, all the good news was greeted with sell orders, with the stock price sinking 6% last 

week, as traders (can’t call them investors) were disappointed that the company’s beat on the 

medical-loss ratio was not impressive enough. Not sure how exceeding expectations on the top- 

and bottom-line and issuing better guidance is a bad thing, but such is the so-called whisper-

number game. We saw the results as a positive and bumped up our Target Price to $594. 

Most recognizable to many is that Elevance is the exclusive licensee of the Blue Cross Blue 

Shield brand in 14 states. While varying political agendas stand to alter regulations that might 

affect the health care industry, we believe ELV’s scale significantly strengthens its competitive 

position as evidenced by its 17%+ return on equity. We also appreciate that longer term, 

demographic trends appear in the company’s favor as a major player in the Medicare Advantage 

market. While shares have outperformed by a wide margin on the year, they trade below the 

market multiple. 

Comerica Inc. (CMA – $78.00) announced last week that it earned $1.92 per share in Q2, some 

9% ahead of the consensus forecast and up 40% over what the regional bank posted in Q1. 

Management had guided three months ago for higher income throughout the year as liquidity 

was deployed into higher margin assets earlier in the year, reflecting the higher interest rate 

environment. And the decision to reduce the rate sensitivity of its loan book over recent quarters 

appears timely as longer-term yields receded modestly throughout the most recent period. 

Meanwhile, deposit costs remain at a record low of 5 basis points. The company continues to 

push forward on its modernization initiatives to transform the delivery of its retail banking model 

and enhance its technology suite. 

CFO James Herzog commented, “Loan growth was very robust, increasing $1.8 billion, driven 

by favorable environmental factors as well as our relationship-focused approach. As of quarter 

end, loan commitments were up $2 billion or 4%, and the line utilization rate held steady at 

about 46%. National Dealer Services loans increased over $400 million. This included a $200 

million increase in floor plan loans to $840 million. However, these balances remain well below 

our typical run rate of about $4 billion. We expect it will take some time for inventory levels to 

rebuild as supply issues are resolved and pent-up demand is satisfied. General middle-market 

average loans were up over 3% and large corporate grew 7%. Borrowing needs are being driven 

by higher material prices and inventory levels as well as M&A and, to a lesser extent, CapEx. 

We continue to have great success in our equity fund services business, where we provide capital 

call and subscription lines to venture capital and private equity firms.” 

CEO Curt Farmer added, “Many business lines continue to show good momentum, with very 

strong loan growth and increases in commitments in our pipeline. Our unique expertise in many 

areas as well as our geographic footprint offers significant opportunities. Credit quality remains 

excellent, a testament to our strong credit culture. Our expense discipline was evident as we 

continue to invest to provide a high-caliber customer and colleague experience. Our balance 

sheet structure has quickly produced benefits from rising rates, and we expect to continue to 



appropriately add hedges with the goal of providing a more consistent earnings performance 

through the cycles.” 

We like that the Comerica has one of the most attractive deposit franchises and its growth in 

Texas and California has helped diversify risk in Michigan, where it remains a dominant player. 

We like Comerica’s longer-term prospects as the company realizes value from its deep, advisor-

style relationships with small and midsize business clients. Fee income and wealth management 

also help support the bottom line as we await further improvement of interest rate spreads. 

Shares offer a dividend yield of 3.5%. Our Target Price for CMA has been bumped up to $109. 

Shares of Seagate Technology PLC (STX – $76.83) plunged after the storage maker reported 

fiscal Q4 results that trailed analyst estimates, while soft Q1 guidance and production cuts sent 

the stock and that of its peers further into negative territory for the year. In Q4, STX earned 

$1.59 per share (vs. $1.91 est.) and had revenue of $2.63 billion (vs. $2.80 billion est.). 

Management explained the shortfall was the result of COVID lockdowns in Asia, non-HDD 

component shortages and global inflation. Next quarter, STX expects adjusted EPS around $1.40 

(vs. $2.27 est.) and revenue of $2.50 billion (vs. $3.01 billion est.). 

CEO Dave Mosley said, “Despite the ongoing impacts of COVID lockdowns and supply 

challenges, mass capacity revenue was flat quarter-over-quarter, due in part the strong cloud 

customer adoption of our 20-plus terabyte nearline drives. U.S. cloud data center demand 

remains strong. However, persistent non-HDD component shortages have led to inventory 

imbalances, precluding new data center build-outs from being completed. These, along with 

other supply disruptions have led to a buildup in inventory levels across a broad spectrum of 

customers, a trend that continued through the end of the quarter. As macro uncertainties and 

inflationary pressures intensify, we expect customers will increasingly focus on reducing their 

inventory levels while maintaining the ability to address end market demand. At the same time, 

our Asia-based cloud customers are dealing with the impacts of COVID restrictive measures, 

which have had far-reaching effects across all of the end markets that we serve in the region. In 

the via markets, recall that many of the major projects driving demand are in the Asia region, 

particularly in China, where lockdowns are impacting our near-term revenue. While the situation 

remains fluid, we are confident that mass capacity demand growth will resume once lockdowns 

ease and inventory levels normalize. Within the legacy markets, demand rapidly deteriorated at 

the end of the quarter as lockdowns and surging inflation severely impacted consumer spending 

for PCs and external drives.” 

Mr. Mosley ended his comments on an optimistic note, “Seagate has broad exposure to the 

strong secular tailwinds driving demand for mass capacity storage. These trends remain intact, 

which lends confidence that growth will resume the supply constraints and COVID lockdown 

impacts ease. Seagate is fundamentally a stronger company today and is exceptionally well 

positioned to endure the current market environment. We have the right product portfolio, deep 

customer relationships and operational agility to optimize profits and fuel growth.” 

When pressed by an analyst about the market in the upcoming quarter, Mr. Mosley said, “If I 

look at where we were 2 quarters ago, predictability of the cloud, 20-terabyte transition…I think 

it’s been fairly predictable through the end of last quarter. We do see, in particular, in China and 



some of CSPs, some inventory overages. So what we’re doing to try to compensate for that, is to 

not make sure we don’t pack into it, not building too many 16s and 18s, if you will, and heading 

up the transitions to the 20s there. So it’s more of a looking forward where I see issues. It’s not 

really with U.S. CSPs. I mean everyone is having the same supply chain issues out in the world, 

but some people are navigating it differently. And I think there’s a good market demand out for 

mass capacity and especially in the cloud businesses. I do think there are some temporary issues 

that people are getting through given their supply chain points or COVID lockdowns or things 

like that.” 

Fiscal Q1 guidance coming in well below analyst estimates is sure to disappoint many and led to 

a rash of analyst downgrades. We suspect EPS and sales targets will get whacked as well, while 

Q2 and beyond will get less bullish estimates as well. Prior to the announcement, analysts were 

expecting EPS growth between 6% and 10% for the next three fiscal years, ahead of the 1% to 

4% range for expected sales (the gap likely due to STX’s aggressive share buyback program). 

Shares are down by more than 30% this year, even as the valuation is exceptionally reasonable, 

and the longer-term dynamics of the storage business remain robust. Of course, storage has 

historically been a very volatile industry, with booms, busts and M&A volume. Yet, in the recent 

past, STX and its competitors have moved towards a storage commodity model with more stable 

revenue and growing earnings power driven by volume. COVID impacts seem likely to upset the 

supply chain a while longer, but we are content with our present positioning. The company 

remains very profitable and the dividend yield is now 3.6%. Our Target Price is now $119. 

Capital One Financial (COF – $108.93) earned $4.96 per share in Q2, down from $5.62 in Q1, 

and $7.62 in Q2 2021. Elevated marketing spend, which was 9% over the Q1 amount, weighed 

on results even as period-end loans grew 6% and net interest margin expanded 5 basis points. 

The giant credit-card issuer built its loan loss allowance in the quarter across all business lines, 

given loan growth and a worsening economic outlook, with a balance that now equates to 2% of 

total loans. 

CEO Richard Fairbank commented, “We continued to drive attractive and resilient growth in the 

second quarter, and we’re staying focused on the most resilient businesses and opportunities. The 

choices we’re making today put us in a strong position to continue to deliver long-term value as 

the sweeping digital transformation of banking continues.” 

The company continues to go after what it deems “heavy spender” customers, despite higher up-

front costs. Mr. Fairbank added, “The long-term economics are compelling. And as our heavy 

spender franchise has grown significantly in recent years, its impact has quietly and gradually 

changed several Domestic Card metrics and financial results. Heavy spender credit losses are 

low, which lowers overall domestic card loss rates, all other things being equal. Naturally high 

heavy spender payment behaviors are a key driver of our long-term trend of increasing domestic 

card payment rates, and high payment rates go hand-in-hand with strong credit performance. 

Heavy spender attrition is very low, and that’s been a factor in our strong domestic card loan 

growth. Heavy spenders have a particularly large impact on increasing purchase volume and 

have been a major driver of strong domestic card purchase volume growth that has generally 

exceeded loan growth over time. This spend velocity has driven increases in net interchange 

revenue in absolute terms and as a percentage of total revenue. And these interchange fee 



revenues — revenue annuities are strong and sustained over very long-term customer 

relationships.” 

We acknowledge that marketing spend tends to trend above that of peers, but the strategy fits in 

with the lender’s growth playbook. Of course, COF has been on a decade-long path to attract 

higher-spending customers, with Capital One Cafes (Grab Your Coffee – Find Your Zen) one of 

the latest initiatives. We continue to think highly of Capital One’s tech-enabled infrastructure 

and capability and expect increased spending in the coming years to push loan balances modestly 

higher. The stock price is volatile, but we think a forward multiple of earnings near 6 presents a 

compelling opportunity for long-term oriented owners. The dividend yield is 2.2%. Our Target 

Price for COF is now $180. 

Telecommunications and wireless phone service provider Verizon Communications (VZ – 

$44.45) earned an adjusted $1.31 per share in Q2 2022 (vs. $1.327 est.). For the second 

consecutive quarter, management lowered its full-year outlook, this time to between $5.10 and 

$5.25, down from the $5.40 to $5.55 range from three months ago. The company said the 

inflationary environment and intensified competition had impacted consumer wireless volumes, 

leading it to take pricing action. 

CFO Matthew Ellis explained, “We reported postpaid phone net adds of 12,000 in the second 

quarter as strong Business results more than offset softer Consumer performance. Business 

delivered 227,000 postpaid phone net adds in the quarter. We continue to see strong demand 

across all lines of the Business group as phone gross adds were up nearly 30% from the same 

period a year ago, and we expect this strong performance to continue. On the Consumer side, 

postpaid phone net losses were 215,000 in the quarter and stemmed from 2 main drivers. First, 

churn increased by 10 basis points compared to the same period last year. Higher involuntary 

churn contributed roughly half of the increase due to the expiration of state consumer protection 

policies and less stimulus funding. This was coupled with an 11% decline in phone gross adds 

from the prior year, driven by the competitive offerings in the marketplace.” 

In response to a recent comment from AT&T management about some customers postponing bill 

payments, Mr. Ellis said, “We haven’t seen any noticeable change in the payment patterns from 

customers, continues to be very good, very much in line with what we were seeing pre-COVID, 

in fact, slightly better than that time period. And when you look at the quality of the business 

we’re writing, the FICO scores in our DPP portfolio has never been higher. So at this point in 

time, we’re continuing to see the type of strong payment patterns that you would expect from the 

high-quality customer base that we have.” 

We concede that the benefits from Verizon’s historically higher-quality network are increasingly 

marginal as competitors consolidate and invest more into their own service. Nevertheless, we 

continue to favor the company’s brand positioning and think the gap between Verizon and others 

imposes significant execution risk on the competition despite the latest pressure. A 14% slide in 

the price year-to-date makes VZ especially attractive at 8 times 2022 EPS estimates with a 5.8% 

dividend yield. Our Target Price now resides at $72. 
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